FIRST AMENDMENT TO
ELSEVIER SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

This amendment is entered into as of 22 February 2009 by and between Regents of the University of California, with its principal offices at the California Digital Library, 415 20th Street, 4th Floor, Oakland, CA 94612 USA; and Elsevier, B.V., Radarweg 29, 1043 NX Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

WHEREAS, this is Amendment One to Elsevier Subscription Agreement, dated 5 February 2009, between Regents of the University of California and Elsevier B.V.;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises expressed herein, the parties agree as follows:

All amendments from the prior Elsevier License Agreement (as of 30 December 2003), shall be incorporated into and construed together with the present Agreement (2009). The parties acknowledge that the following amendments shall be subject to the terms and conditions of the present Agreement:

- Amendment 1: Methods in Enzymology [ALL campuses]
- Amendment 2: Treatise on Geochemistry [UCD, UCI, UCM, UCSD]
- Amendment 3: IESBS [UCB, UCI, UCLA, UCSD]
- Amendment 4: Various titles [UCSD]
- Amendment 5: Various titles [UCSD]
- Amendment 6: Handbooks in Economics Series [ALL campuses]
- Amendment 7: Meyler's Side Effects of Drugs: IEADRI [UCSD]
- Amendment 8: Treatise on Geochemistry [UCLA, UCSC]
- Amendment 9: intentionally deleted
- Amendment 10: ASAP Document Delivery System [UCI]
- Amendment 11: Pedosphere Online [UCB]
- Amendment 12: Book Series Package - Life Sciences [UCB]
- Amendment 14: Book Series Package - Chemistry [UCB]
- Amendment 15: Encyclopedia of Mathematical Physics [UCI]
- Amendment 16: Comprehensive Organometallic Chemistry III [UCI]
- Amendment 17: Various titles [UCLA]
- Amendment 18: Encyclopedia of Modern Optics [UCB]
- Amendment 19: Various titles [UCSF]
- Amendment 20: Various titles [UCSD]
- Amendment 21: Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics [UCSD]
- Amendment 22: Methods in Cell Biology [UCI]
- Amendment 23: Methods in Cell Biology [UCSD]
- Amendment 24: Treatise on Geochemistry [UCB]
- Amendment 25: Treatise on Geophysics [UCB]
- Amendment 26: Treatise on Geophysics [UCM]
- Amendment 27: Various titles [UCB]
- Amendment 28: Various titles [UCSD]
- Amendment 29: intentionally deleted
- Amendment 30: Treatise on Geophysics [UCSC]
- Amendment 31: Physics and Astronomy [UCB]
- Amendment 32: Various titles [UCM]
- Amendment 33: Various titles [UCB]
- Amendment 34: EIECD [UCSD]
- Amendment 35: Treatise on Geophysics [UCI]
- Amendment 36 Various titles [UCSD]
The Agreement shall remain in full force and effect, and the terms of the Agreement shall apply to the Amendments set out herein as if it were included in the Agreement.
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